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KenyonFit expands, motivates
This semester, KenyonFit has seen an uptick in the 
number of classes it offers students, professors and 
other members of the community.
“I had an increase in the number of available and 
qualified instructors, so I was able to offer a few more 
classes than usual,” Coordinator for Lifetime Fitness 
and Physical Education Emily Heithaus wrote in an 
email to the Collegian. “Additionally, as the advisor to 
the Yoga … [and Meditation] House … I have all the 
yoga teachers I can handle!” Heithaus wrote that, in 
making her class schedule, she seeks to “encompass 
all the areas of fitness: cardiovascular, strength/ton-
ing, flexibility, mind/body, and agility.”
KenyonFit began in 1999 and offers paid positions 
to its instructors, but has always been free for partici-
pants. According to Heithaus, “classes are completely 
funded through existing athletic depart-
DEBORAH MALAMUD | STAFF WRITER
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$61,100 is the new price tag for a year of education at Kenyon. 
This is up 3.75 percent from the $58,890 for tuition and fees in 
the 2014-2015 academic year. The Board of Trustees approved this 
tuition increase at its February meeting in New York City held on 
Thursday and Friday of last week. The tuition increase is coupled 
with an increase in the College’s operating budget, according to a 
press release about the meeting, available on the Kenyon website. 
This year’s tuition increase is in line with those of other schools 
Kenyon’s size, and represents the second increase in as many 
years, according to board chair Barry Schwartz ’70. Though the 
3.75 percent does represent an increase in year to year price per-
centage increases according to President Sean Decatur who noted 
that last year the tuition increase was 3.65 percent. However, De-
catur explained that, despite upcoming expenditures, such as ele-
ments of the Master Plan, he would “like to keep tuition increases 
as low as possible” and the board did not consider a significantly 
higher increase.
The tuition increase covers a 5.96-percent rise in the health and 
counseling fee to cover a new accident-only health insurance plan; 
“the plan will cover accidents at 100 percent up to $5,000 per in-
jury,” the press release says. 
Further changes to student health care include the opportunity 
to take part in a $1,400-per-year insurance plan, mandated by the 
Affordable Care Act (ACA). The College’s current optional insur-
ance plan is now no longer compliant with the ACA, according to 
Decatur. 
“If we’re going to have optional insurance, the law now says 
that that optional insurance has to be Affordable Care Act-com-
pliant,” Decatur said. The ACA mandates a more comprehensive 
health insurance option, beyond what Kenyon currently 
Tuition to rise 3.75% 
Rhodes gives Bacc
The senior class has spoken. Donald L. Rogan Professor 
of Religious Studies Royal Rhodes will be the Class of 2015’s 
speaker for its Baccalaureate ceremony.
The dean’s office contacted Rhodes and asked whether 
or not he would accept. “And I was totally delighted to. I 
think even before she was finished asking I was saying ‘Yes, 
yes, yes,’” he said. Rhodes last served as the Baccalaureate 
speaker in 2006.
Rhodes explained the significance of the Baccalaureate 
ceremony for colleges such as Kenyon, saying, “In the mod-
ern American college and university system, Baccalaureate 
has become much more an opportunity to ref lect on what 
is the mission and purpose of liberal arts education. … Ev-
ery student will receive the Baccalaureate degree at Kenyon, 
and they’ll do it in Latin to remind people of the origins of 
the degree.” A Baccalaureate degree is equivalent 
NATHANIEL SHAHAN | NEWS ASSISTANT
LAUREN ELLER | STAFF WRITER
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If you had gone to Harvard, you 
wouldn’t be worrying about comps 
right now. Many elite colleges and 
universities do not have any form 
of required senior examinations or 
projects. However, students, faculty 
and administrators at Kenyon per-
ceive benefits in comprehensive se-
nior exercises, commonly known as 
“comps,” despite the stress they cre-
ate for students.
Tim Spiekerman, associate pro-
fessor of political science, said his 
department’s senior exercise “serves 
as a kind of capstone, a way to re-
view and think about together all the 
classes they’ve taken and how they 
relate to one another.” 
Professor of American Studies 
Peter Rutkoff felt similarly: “They are 
the culmination of the work that’s 
done for the major,” he said. 
Dean for Academic Advising and 
Support Hoi Ning Ngai explained 
that the goals of senior exercises vary 
for different majors. “Ultimately, 
however, what all senior exercises 
have the potential to do is simultane-
ously capture and show how a major 
department has helped shape the 
ways in which students understand 
and analyze some aspect of the world 
— deeply and critically,” she wrote in 
an email to the Collegian.
Sarah Bence ’15 explained that 
although she and her friends were 
already worried about their Eng-
lish comps scheduled for the end of 
March, she saw something valuable 
in the experience of preparing for the 
exercise. English comps consist of 
a final exam based on a reading list 
students are given ahead of time. “It 
kind of feels like an extra class that 
you have to take because 
Comps: antiquated or beneficial?
“       [Preparing for comps] kind of feels like an extra class that you have to take because you have an entire reading list, but you don’t have any instructions.”




SUMMER SENDOFF 2015: SOCIAL BOARD ANNOUNCES ARTISTS
Last year, Kenyon students 
eagerly anticipated Brother Ali’s 
song “Self Taught” and Sleigh 
Bells’ “Crown on the Ground” 
at Summer Sendoff. Last Friday, 
Social Board announced that 
hip-hop performers Logic and 
Danny Brown will be coming to 
Kenyon this spring for Sendoff, 
with Brown headlining. 
Student reactions to this 
year’s Sendoff artists have been 
varied. “I think [Brown] has a 
sort of cult following, but he’s 
getting really big,” Devin Gabriel 
’17 said. 
“I think this year will be 
cool, too, because there will be 
two different styles of rap,” Jack 
Clayton ’17 said. The prospect of 
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Trustees meet and approve inceases in 
tuition and budget, discuss 2020 plan
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“I think social media is creating a tremendous amount of change because, you know, back in the 
day during Martin Luther King’s time, think about how much more work it took to disseminate a 
message to the people and to galvanize people to do things like the March on Washington. Now 
you have 24- to 48-hour turnaround time periods to be able to galvanize tremendous support and 
have participation of numerous cities and even numerous countries.”
Jasmine Rand, Trayvon Martin’s family attorney, on social media and justice:
EDITORS: EMILY SAKAMOTO 
AND VICTORIA UNGVARSKY
Village RecoRd
Feb. 5 – Feb. 11
Feb. 5, 12:50 p.m. — Couch damaged in lounge in Mather Residence 
Hall.
Feb. 6, 4:36 p.m. — Student reported three photographs missing from 
fraternity lounge in Leonard Residence Hall.
Feb. 6, 10:51 p.m. — Non-compliance of regulations regarding party at-
tendance in the North Campus Apartments (NCAs).
Feb. 6, 11:01 p.m. — Intoxicated, underage guest in the NCAs, trans-
ported to Knox Community Hospital for treatment then transferred to 
Knox County Sheriff ’s Office jail.
Feb. 6, 11:30 p.m. — Female students reported a group of male students 
asking inappropriate questions while videotaping them in McBride Resi-
dence Hall.
Feb. 7, 12:30 a.m. — Student reported food taken from refrigerator with-
out permission in Caples Residence Hall.
Feb. 7, 12:40 a.m. — Student fell on ice, causing injury to knee and hands 
in the NCAs. Safety treated the injuries.
Feb. 7, 11:59 a.m. — Student reported ID card and keys taken from gath-
ering in the NCAs.
Feb. 7, 11:59 a.m. — Intoxicated, underage student in Lewis Residence 
Hall.
Feb. 7, 8:32 p.m. — Alarm sounded in Olin Library. No smoke. No fire. 
Maintenance contacted to check detection system.
Feb. 8, 2:58 a.m. — Missing sign in Ascension Hall parking lot reported 
to Safety. Safety reported sign and half of post missing.
Feb. 8, 11:50 p.m. — Safety found damaged bronze bust outside of Weav-
er Cottage.
Feb. 10, 5:14 p.m. — Student injured ankle while exercising at the Ken-
yon Athletic Center.
Feb. 10, 6:04 p.m. — Student’s wallet turned in by community member. 
False identification found when looking for owner information.
Feb. 11, 12:44 p.m. — College employee vehicle collided with another 
vehicle on pavement outside Peirce Hall. Damage sustained. No injuries.
Student council
Sunday, Feb. 8
The Business and Finance Committee met Monday, Feb. 9 and will 
report updates during next week’s meeting.
The Housing and Dining Committee will recommend to ResLife that 
they remove point deductions in the Housing Lottery for theme and 
division housing. The pots-and-pans drive will begin this week.
The Academic Affairs Committee reported that the results of a survey 
on the senior exercise are forthcoming.
The Council for Social Justice and Diversity met to discuss meeting 
times and to finalize their name.
The Buildings and Grounds Committee did not meet. 
The Campus Safety Committee did not meet. They will discuss replac-
ing the blue light system at next week’s meeting. 
The Senior Class Council is planning the Senior Week schedule. 
The Junior Class Council did not meet. 
The Sophomore Class Council did not meet. 
The First Year Council intends to hold a design contest for a merchan-
dise fundraiser and to host an event during Weaver Wednesday. 
The Student Life Committee approved four new clubs: Men of Color, 
Broken Legs (a musical theater a cappella group), STEM Mentoring 
Club and Computing Club. Kenyon Chinese Club and Kenyon Chinese 
Club II were both conditionally denied.
The Student Council discussed various strategies for reducing on-cam-
pus vandalism.   
—Steven Schmidt
The article “Track finishes last” (Feb. 5, 2015) stated that Samantha White ‘16 and Casey Brum-
back  ‘16 were members of the sophomore class. In fact, they are both juniors. The Collegian 
regrets the error.
cORRECTION
East Knox faces fiscal crisis
INDIA AMOS
FEATURES EDITOR
“We were officially declared in fiscal emer-
gency last Thursday,” Christy Keffer, office 
manager in Kenyon admissions and member of 
the East Knox Local School District board, said. 
Ohio Auditor of State Dave Yost officially 
designated the district as being in a state of fiscal 
emergency on Feb. 5. During September 2014, 
Yost had put the district on fiscal watch, which, 
according to a press release issued by the Ohio 
Auditor of State that month, came about when 
the district failed to provide an acceptable plan 
to recover financial stability. The inability, once 
again, to produce a suitable plan prompted the 
auditor to declare East Knox in a state of fiscal 
emergency. 
Julia Weaver ’15, who works as a volunteer 
for Partnership of East Knox and Kenyon Col-
lege (PEKK), was not surprised by the district 
being placed in this position. Weaver, who 
volunteers with freshmen at East Knox High 
School, said the school blatantly appears to be 
understaffed, which hinders students’ educa-
tional experience. “It seems like the teachers 
have a lot of different hats,” Weaver said. “One 
teacher will teach English but will also teach 
a college prep class. I heard the kindergarten 
teacher has to teach music, art, dance, gym, ev-
erything, because they just don’t have anybody 
qualified, or they just don’t have enough money 
to hire people for that.” 
Keffer agrees that these budget cuts are neg-
atively affecting the schools. Open enrollment, 
a practice in Knox County in which students 
may enroll in schools in any of the districts that 
border their own, is also placing stress on the 
under-performing East Knox schools. “Open 
enrollment is a huge issue for us. When you 
start losing what you call ‘specials’ — music, art, 
gym — the elementary school doesn’t have any 
of those things. The kids are going to school dis-
tricts that do.” 
She explained the way in which East Knox 
could come out of the fiscal emergency, saying, 
“Quite honestly, it’s very rare for a fiscal emer-
gency [to occur], so when the state comes in, 
there’s no set pattern they go with. They come 
in and look at your situation, and they devise 
a plan that has to be implemented.” Keffer also 
said some of the first cuts to be made will be to 
buses for high schoolers, along with sports pro-
grams. 
While further cuts are most likely the next 
step for the district, Weaver thinks the tempo-
rary solution of cutting transportation will be 
anything but productive. “The most important 
thing is attendance and to get kids at the school 
so [East Knox] can fulfill [its] other require-
ments,” she said.  
The  East Knox School Board will be work-
ing to devise a new fiscal plan that will help pull 
the district out of this state of fiscal emergency.
PAID ADVERTISEMENT
“         Quite honestly, it’s very rare for a fiscal emergency [to oc-cur], so when the state comes 
in, there’s no set pattern they go 
with.”
Christy Keffer, East Knox Local School 
District Board Member
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Trustees discuss aid, 2020 plan
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ally, if at all?
It affected me at a very deep, per-
sonal level. I think we have a duty 
and a responsibility to the next gen-
eration and our children to fight to 
preserve their lives and to give them 
equal opportunity within our na-
tion. So the fact that Trayvon was 
killed and the killer, George Zim-
merman, was not going to be arrest-
ed had a very deep impact on me, 
because it was sending a message to 
our children that their lives can be 
systemically taken from them and 
no one will be held accountable. 
The killing of unarmed, young 
African-American men is nothing 
new. What was it about Trayvon 
Martin’s case that captured media 
attention and interest where little 
or no interest had existed before? 
How did social media play a role?
There are a lot of Trayvon Mar-
tins and there continue to be Tray-
von Martins on a daily basis, but I 
think what was unique about his 
case was not the facts; I think it was 
the timing and I think that people 
were ready to stand up and make a 
difference. And, you know, there’s 
these moments in history where the 
people have just had enough and I 
think that was one of those mo-
ments, and social media has had a 
tremendous impact, not just on the 
Trayvon Martin case, but on this 
modern civil rights movement that 
we see emerging, because what has 
happened is that it led to unprec-
edented levels of collective action 
and cooperation among ordinary 
citizens who are able to now stand 
up and fight against these human 
rights abuses — not just in the Unit-
ed States, but across transnational 
boundaries.
What case or representation 
in your career has taught you the 
most?
I think I would definitely have 
to say the Trayvon Martin case, be-
cause I was very young when I start-
ed working on the case. I had only 
been out of law school for about two 
years. And it created a foundation 
for me, not just because of the mag-
nitude of the case or the media at-
tention, but because it showed me as 
a very young attorney my ability as 
an individual to create real, systemic 
change, and it showed me the value 
of working collectively with citizens 
all throughout the nation and citi-
zens throughout the world to com-
bat and confront human rights is-
sues. 
What advice do you have for 
college students interested in be-
coming lawyers?
I think for college students who 
are interested in becoming lawyers, 
you have to follow your passion 
and whatever passions you have 
within the law, because there are so 
many different types of attorneys 
and different areas of the law, and 
so follow your passions in the legal 
system and don’t commit from a 
very young age thinking that you 
have to be one type of attorney 
or thinking that the only way to 
become an attorney is to do well 
in political science or studies on 
governance. Study what you love 
and excel in undergrad and that 
will help you get admitted to law 
school, and then once you become 
an attorney, find what your niche 
is. Find what it is that you love 
about the law and pursue that, 
because in life you’ll excel when 
you’re doing what you love.
This interview has been edited 
for length and clarity.
EMILY STEGNER | COLLEGIAN
Jasmine Rand Esq., was the 
lawyer for Trayvon Martin’s fam-
ily during the high profile 2012 
case. She also represented Tamir 
Rice’s family. She is a professor at 
Florida A&M University and has 
been named one of the “Top 40 
Under 40 Attorneys in the United 
States” by the National Bar. Rand 
spoke in Rosse Hall on Wednes-
day evening to a sizeable crowd.
What inspired you to special-
ize in cases involving civil rights 
and, more specifically, police 
brutality?
I think that I’ve wanted to be 
a civil or human rights attorney 
from the time I was about 10 years 
old, and the emphasis on police 
brutality is I think the most fun-
damental constitutional right 
that we all have is the right to life, 
and so the systemic deprivation 
of black male life in particular is 
something that concerns me in 
our nation.
How did working on Trayvon 





ATTORNEY FOR THE MARTIN FAMILY
offers, which “really wasn’t a 
comprehensive, full-blown 
health insurance program,” 
though Decatur noted that 
most Kenyon students re-
ceive insurance through 
their parents’ plans and 
waive the optional program. 
He also made clear that the 
new insurance will cost ap-
proximately $1,000 more, 
for a total of $1,400 per stu-
dent than the current op-
tional insurance plan. He af-
firmed that it will be a much 
more inclusive plan cover-
ing more than the previous 
plan, which was only a min-
imal “accident-insurance” 
plan.
The budget total for 
the 2015-2016 fiscal year is 
$134,471,000, an increase of 
4.62 percent over last year. 
This increase covers a va-
riety a spending measures, 
including a 2.5-percent in-
crease “to the salary pool 
for faculty, administrators 
and non-union staff for the 
next fiscal year,” as stated in 
the press release. The release 
also notes several programs 
related to attracting students 
in need of financial aid that 
both Decatur and Larry 
James, a trustee, for which 
both expressed enthusiasm. 
The budget also includes an 
increase of $200,000 in fi-
nancial aid for “middle-in-
come students.”
The budget includes an 
additional $15,000 for a 
fund for students seeking 
unpaid internships, a pro-
gram that James applauded. 
With the increased impor-
tance of internships, James 
noted the need to tie “those 
programs to the academic 
experience” and said he be-
lieves in the expansion of 
programs to make unpaid 
internships available to 
those who would otherwise 
be unable to afford a non-
paying position.
“Kenyon has done ex-
traordinarily well over the 
years,” James said, from his 
point of view, he explained 
that “we are in a tremendous 
place in order to maintain 
the quality of the institution 
in all aspects. It [the budget 
increase] just seemed that 
that was the appropriate 
thing to do.” 
The press release also 
makes note of a $300,000 
“commitment to enhance 
compliance with federal 
Title IX mandates.” This 
money is intended to better 
enforce Title IX regulations 
on campus, as new staff and 
educational programs are 
funded to come into full 
compliance with the federal 
law. Professors too will re-
ceive additional training in 
Title IX, which will be fund-
ed with this budget increase.
With five years until its 
projected completion, the 
Kenyon 2020 plan was also 
a topic of discussion at this 
month’s meeting. Decatur, 
the leading force behind this 
project, presented updates 
on the plan and indicated 
three main priorities the 
College is focusing on. The 
priorities include an empha-
sis on “bridging the class-
room experience to life off 
campus” according to Deca-
tur. This priority connects to 
the increase in funding for 
unpaid internships. Build-
ing up the endowment is an-
other area of improvement 
Decatur is planning, in con-
junction with the College’s 
intentions to bring more 
diversity to campus. Lastly, 
the 2020 plan will place fo-
cus on interactions between 
students and alumni and 
creating a greater sense of 
community among those 
on campus and those who 
have graduated. The board 
“will consider a final version 
of Kenyon 2020 at the April 
meeting in Gambier,” ac-
cording to the press release.
The focus of this meeting 
was primarily the budget, 
but this means more than 
just dollars and donations. 
This year’s budget increase 
led to a discussion of the im-
portance of providing aid 
to those students in need, 
and providing specialized 
and targeted aid, such as in-
ternship stipends. While the 
focus of this meeting was 
the budget of the College, 
Schwartz and Decatur both 
confirmed that there was 
no discussion of the Master 
Plan, though Decatur spec-
ulated that there would be a 
discussion of the plan at the 
April meeting. 
to a bachelor’s degree.
He added that the cer-
emony is a time for look-
ing back as well as look-
ing forward. “[It’s] a time 
for graduating students, 
family, faculty and friends 
to reflect on what’s hap-
pened in the four years 
that they’ve been here 
and [give] them some 
sort of encouragement 
and morale boost about 
the years ahead,” he said. 
“Because I think the im-
portant thing at Kenyon 
is that what we’re about 
is not just education for 
four years, but lifelong 
learning. How are you 
going to take the insights 
about yourself and the 
world forward, and use 
those to help others?”
Maddy Jacobs ’15, 
president of the senior 
class, explained that pre-
dominantly the Senior 
Class Council nominated 
professors to the ballot, 
which was followed by 
two polls. “It was a multi-
step process and Royal 
Rhodes was the frontrun-
ner in all of them,” she 
said. “And it’s such an 
honor and he’s such a fan-
tastic professor.”
“It’s always meaning-
ful to try to address what 
you think are important 
aspects of life for students 
that go beyond merely the 
accumulation of knowl-
edge,” Rhodes said, “and 
it helps the speaker also 
reflect on ‘What are we 
doing together? What is 
the meaning and purpose 
of education? What’s the 
difference between mere 
knowledge or technology 
and real wisdom?’ 
Continued from Page 1
Rhodes to impart 
wisdom for grads
“       I think the impor-tant thing at Kenyon is 
that what we’re about 
is not just education for 
four years, but lifelong 
learning. How are 
you going to take the 
insights about yourself 
and the world forward, 




“       Kenyon has done extraordinary well over the years, we are in a tremendous place in order to maintain the quality of the institution 
in all aspects 
Larry James, trustee
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Campus debates comps
you have an entire reading list, 
but you don’t have any instruc-
tions,” Bence said. “So I feel like 
one of the main benefits is that 
it’s judging if you can teach the 
material to yourself.” She said 
that she and her friends are 
planning to form a study group 
closer to the examination.
Comps have the poten-
tial to create a sense of unity 
among students within a ma-
jor. Students “usually have 
study groups and stuff like 
that, which I think they have 
a lot of fun with,” Spiekerman 
said. 
However, requirements 
vary depending on major. “The 
topic comes up once in a while 
of whether it’s good for the stu-
dents to have big differences in 
both what comps [in different 
departments] entails and diffi-
culty,” Spiekerman added. 
Bence said the differences 
between different depart-
ments’ comps were on seniors’ 
minds. “It creates a little bit of 
tension,” she said. “I mean, ev-
erybody feels bad for the art 
history majors … and the peo-
ple who have double majors — 
it’s just impossible.”
The actualization of stan-
dardizing senior exercises, 
which could relieve this ten-
sion, would be difficult. “It’s a 
terrible idea,” Rutkoff said. 
Ngai also admitted the dif-
ficulty. “I’ve heard through the 
grapevine that there have been 
conversations among students 
about standardizing senior ex-
ercises,” she wrote. “The pos-
sibility of that seems unlikely, 
however, especially given the 
unique qualities (including 
content and skills) encapsulat-
ed within each major. It seems 
that standardization — if that’s 
even possible — would take 
away from the unique ways in 
which content and skills are 
demonstrated in different de-
partments.”
Rumors may inform what 
students think happens if they 
fail comps, each department 
handles the situation differ-
ently. “If you flunk, then you’re 
assigned a member of the de-
partment that you can work 
with and your advisor then 
determines when you’re ready 
to take the test again,” Spieker-
man said of the political sci-
ence department’s policy. 
Ngai wished to clarify 
a common misconception: 
“There unfortunately appears 
to be a widely circulated myth 
that a student can receive ‘a 
general liberal arts degree’ 
without successful comple-
tion of the senior exercise,” she 
wrote. “This myth is entirely 
FALSE. Any degree conferred 
by the College requires suc-
cessful completion of the se-
nior exercise.”
In most departments, stu-
dents have several chances to 
pass comps, but passing is not 
guaranteed. “A student who 
does not successfully com-
plete his/her senior exercise 
will not be able to graduate,” 
Ngai wrote. “There have in-
deed been instances of this on 
record.”
President Sean Decatur ac-
knowledged that the discrep-
ancies between senior exercises 
can present some difficulties, 
but he ultimately believed that 
they benefit students. “I do 
think that there is something 
about both the independent 
thinking and pooling togeth-
er of material to do as part of 
a capstone experience that is 
really powerful as part of the 
learning process.” 
Decatur cited a Gallup poll, 
which tracked the self-report-
ed happiness of graduated stu-
dents who had senior exercises 
“[Gallup] asked questions [to 
students.] ... People who an-
swered yes to those are more 
likely, 10 years-plus after grad-
uation, to report that they are 
more engaged in their work, 
they’re more satisfied in their 
work. They have a stronger 
sense of well-being. So comps 
is going to make you healthier.”
KenyonFit works out
ment programming and 
payroll budgets” and are at-
tended by nine to 10 partici-
pants each class, on average, 
as taken from instructor-
provided attendance data 
from fall 2014. To monitor 
attendance, “every Kenyon-
Fit instructor has a sign-in 
sheet that they use for each 
class, where participants 
write down their name and 
whether they are a student, 
employee or visitor,” Anya 
Schulman ’17 wrote in an 
email to the Collegian.
Schulman , who teaches 
a “Spin and Sculpt” class, 
suggests that participants 
arrive early to ensure a spot 
in her class, which accom-
modates 11 people on KAC 
spin bikes.
KenyonFit instructors 
uphold Heithaus’s vision of 
“having a consistent fitness 
program [that] can help the 
intellectual, emotional and 
social aspects of wellness” 
by encouraging consistent 
attendance. “I try to con-
nect my classes from week 
to week,” Karin Cao ’15, a 
yoga instructor, wrote in 
an email to the Collegian. 
“For example, the sequence 
I teach one week, I’ll try to 
develop … and maybe bring 
it to the next level for the 
following week. So, there’s 
a flow and continuity to my 
class.”
Heithaus notes that at-
tendance is “generally high-
est at the beginning of the 
fall semester [and the] be-
ginning of the spring se-
mester,” the latter of which 
she attributes to “New Year’s 
resolutions,” and “the weeks 
leading up to spring break.” 
To gauge how popular a 
class is in order to schedule 
future classes, attendance 
sheets are “tallied to get 
numbers on overall atten-
dance, the number of dif-
ferent individuals who at-
tend classes, sex, student or 
employee status, averages 
by class and averages by 
month.” Classes range from 
three to 28 students.
KenyonFit classes are 
generally beneficial and 
fulfilling for both student 
and instructor. “I’ve taken 
a couple of yoga classes and 
the teachers are really, re-
ally great, … professional 
and skilled in the practice,” 
Maya Street-Sachs ’17 said. 
Cao, who describes seeing 
the face of a student who 
has mastered a difficult yoga 
position as “priceless,” finds 
it “rewarding to see the stu-
dents grow in their prac-
tice.” Likewise, Schulman’s 
experience as part of the 
KenyonFit program has also 
been positive.
“My favorite thing about 
[it] is the opportunity it pro-
vides me to give back to the 
Kenyon community,” Shul-
man said. “I have professors, 
administrators, employees 
and fellow students in my 
classes that work incredibly 
hard to ensure my experi-
ence here as a student is pos-
itive, so I’m happy I can give 





Basic computer skills needed.
Good with organization.
Pay: $300 per week.
CONTACT:
jkepler99@gmail.com
Continued from Page 1
Continued from Page 1
Anya Schulman ’17 leads a spin class for the KenyonFit program.
KRISTEN HUFFMAN | COLLEGIAN
Senior exercises vary across majors, 
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If you’re feeling trapped 
and isolated by the Kenyon 
winter blues, the Francophone 
Film Festival, hosted from Jan. 
30 to Feb. 13 in the Gund Gal-
lery’s Community Founda-
tion Theater, might just be the 
refreshing cultural escape you 
need. 
Pierre Dairon, assistant 
professor of French, and the 
French Club, co-hosted this 
event, which is specifical-
ly titled the “Francophone” 
film festival as opposed to the 
“French” film festival, because 
the goal is to celebrate many 
different cultural aspects of 
French-speaking countries. 
“The films we’ve chosen this 
year really deal with issues of 
cultural identity, journey and 
transformative experience,” 
Dairon said. The films this 
year truly do emphasize cul-
tural differences, with films set 
in Francophone countries such 
as France, Nigeria, Chad and 
Algeria. Unlike in past years, 
the festival took place entirely 
in the gallery’s Community 
Foundation Theater, whereas 
past organizers were forced to 
use the less centrally located 
Beulah Kahler Theater in the 
Kenyon Athletic Center. “Nat-
alie Marsh, the director [of the 
Gund Gallery], she welcomed 
us,” Dairon said, “and we col-
laborated ... and we were really 
quite happy to be able to use 
the theater.” 
The festival opened with a 
showing of Grigris (Charms) 
and Le Chat du Rabbin (The 
Rabbi’s Cat). Le Chat du Rab-
bin is an animated film and a 
personal favorite of Dairon, 
who often shows it to his Fran-
cophone Literature class. “The 
students love it,” he said, “and 
I would really advise everyone 
to watch it. It’s really a fantastic 
movie.” Dairon was passionate 
and excited about every film 
he selected, not just Le Chat 
du Rabbin, and explained how 
each film had something dif-
ferent to offer, be it cultural 
edification or entertainment. 
This past week, in addi-
tion to showing a traditional 
French film, À Bout de Souffle 
(Breathless), the Gallery pre-
sented a World War II docu-
mentary film: Le Dernier des 
Injustes (The Last of the Unjust) 
is Claude Lanzmann’s second 
documentary about the Holo-
caust. The first, Shoah, featured 
so much footage it was nearly 
10 hours long. The documen-
tary presented on Friday was 
an extension of Shoah and fea-
tured unused footage from it 
as well as new footage in which 
Lanzmann interviewed Benja-
min Murmelstein, a senior of-
ficial in the Jewish community 
of Vienna, about his life in the 
Holocaust and how it affected 
him. “It wasn’t like other Ho-
locaust movies I’d seen,” Leah 
Zinker ’18 said. “It let the sub-
ject tell the story while con-
tinuously asking difficult ques-
tions of the subject. It revolved 
around the experience of 
one man, and because of that 
choice, you could really under-
stand how personal it was, and 
how passionate they felt about 
being able to share their sto-
ries.”  Showing Le Dernier des 
Injustes,  after a classic French 
film such as À Bout de Souffle 
only the night before empha-
sizes just how much there is to 
learn about the Francophone 
world. The films selected show 
vastly different perspectives, 
exhibiting that the film festi-
val held something that would 
appeal to everyone. Tonight 
marks the final weekend of 
the Francophone Film Festi-
val. Elle S’en Va (On My Way) 
will be shown tonight at 8 p.m., 
and tomorrow, Friday, Feb. 
13, there will be a closing cer-
emony at 5 p.m. followed by a 
showing of Le Passé (The Past) 
at 6 p.m. All showings take 
place in the Gund Gallery’s 
Community Foundation The-
ater and are free and open to 
the public.
Parlez-vous français? Francophone fest shares language
SAM ROSCHEWSK
STAFF WRITER
Pierre Dairon introduces Le Dernier des Injustes during the Francophone Film Festival series.
LINNEA FELDMAN EMISON | COLLEGIAN
Found in translation: Davis revives Persian poetic voices
“Kenyon tends to be a very 
Eurocentric place academically, 
and bringing intellectuals who 
are seriously studying parts of 
the world other than Europe 
is something that I think can 
push Kenyon students to think 
about the world in new ways,” 
Muhammed Hansrod ’17, a re-
ligious studies and Asian stud-
ies major, said. In order to make 
Eastern culture more accessible 
to a Western audience, top-
notch Persian poetry transla-
tor Richard Davis was brought 
to Kenyon. The Middle Eastern 
Students Association (MESA) 
and the South Asian Society co-
sponsored the event. Davis pre-
sented the work of notable me-
dieval female Persian poets in 
Peirce Lounge on the evening of 
Monday, Feb. 10.
Davis, professor emeritus of 
Near Eastern languages at The 
Ohio State University, has had a 
lifelong love affair with poetry. 
“All my life I’ve been interested 
in poetry — I can’t remember a 
time when I wasn’t,” Davis said. 
“Obviously, you start with nurs-
ery rhymes and work your way 
up.” Over the last 40 years, he 
has made a name for himself 
as the leading Persian poetry 
translator in the U.S. Although 
Davis has retired from being a 
professor, he is still active in the 
world of translation. His cur-
rent project is a comprehensive 
anthology of female Persian po-
ets from the Middle Ages to the 
present. 
His keen interest in female 
Persian poets arises partly from 
their absence in most literary 
discussions. “Their voices have 
been silenced … obliterated 
by time and by indifference,” 
Davis said during his lecture. 
Throughout the evening, Davis 
resurrected the voices of two 
distinct female Persian poets: 
Mahsati, a 12th-century poet, 
and Jahan Khatun, a 14th-cen-
tury poet. Davis read poems by 
both women while emphasizing 
the motifs common throughout 
most Persian poetry: loss and 
longing.
Wendy Singer, professor 
of history and advisor for the 
South Asian Society, also played 
a key role in bringing Davis to 
Kenyon. “When I talk about 
Kenyon to prospectives [speak-
ers], I say we are a place that 
[can pack] a poetry reading on a 
Sunday night,” Singer said. The 
large crowd gathered in Peirce 
Lounge on Monday night for 
Davis proved Singer’s comment 
to be true.
When one of Singer’s history 
majors, Shariq Khan ’15, came 
to her for advice about a Persian 
translation project for his senior 
comps, she put him in contact 
with Davis. Khan’s time abroad 
last year at the School for Orien-
tal and African Studies in Lon-
don sparked his interest in this 
project. Singer contacted Davis, 
hoping he would be able to rec-
ommend a mentor for Khan, but 
she did not expect Davis to vol-
unteer his own services. A glo-
balization grant from the Office 
of the Provost funded the col-
laboration between the two that 
allowed Khan to travel to and 
from Columbus once a week to 
meet with Davis.
The opportunity to work 
with Davis has been a reward-
ing experience for Khan, who 
has a great interest in Persian 
translations. “The project was 
originally to translate a 13th 
century poem in Persian by a 
poet named Amir Kushrow who 
lived in India,” Khan said. “I’ve 
been working on this with him 
for about six months now, it’s a 
long poem, about 4,000 verses 
… We are only translating a part 
of it.” During the weekly ses-
sions, Khan and Davis discuss 
both the literal translation from 
Persian to English and the final 
translation of the poetic style. “I 
feel this was a sort of a master-
apprentice relationship where 
he tried to give me his own craft 
which I could not learn from a 
book,” Khan said. Honoring 
the work Davis and Khan did 
together, Khan introduced the 
translator at the event.
Other translators, such as 
17th-century translator and 
poet John Dryden, and Davis’s 
own work as a poet, have heav-
ily influenced Davis’s perspec-
tive on the craft of translation. 
“Dryden said that only a poet 
can translate poetry, and I’m not 
sure that’s true,” Davis said. “But 
if you write your own poetry … 
translating the work of another 
poet [is like] you’re speaking to 
a mind that in some way works 
like yours … If you’re going to 
translate poetry, there must be a 
meeting of minds.” That meet-
ing of minds is not always an ex-
act art. According to Davis, “All 
translations are failures, but you 
get better at it.”
BAILEY BLAKER
ARTS ASSISTANT
Davis, translator and OSU professor emeritus, lectures on Persian poetry.
EMILY STEGNER | COLLEGIAN
“       But if you write your own poetry … translating the work of another poet [is like] you’re speaking to a mind that in some way works like yours … If you’re 
going to translate poetry, there must be a meeting of 
minds.” 
Richard Davis, professor emeritus
French-language cinema comes to Kenyon.
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                                        married today
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In The Collegian’s version of the game show The Newlywed Game, we 
tested faculty and staff couples to see how well they know each other.
Meagan and 
Lawrence Stewart
What is Lawrence’s favorite building at Kenyon?
MEAGAN: Obviously Peirce Dining Hall ... or it better be, lol.
LAWRENCE: Peirce Hall or the KAC.
If Meagan could travel anywhere, where would she go?
LAWRENCE: Hawaii. I’m likely off on this question because Meagan 
wants to travel everywhere!
MEAGAN: South America, because then I could brush back up on 
my Spanish and eat [a] lot of spicy “mom-and-pop” hole-in-the-
wall foods!
We met 11 years ago work-
ing together at PF Chang’s 
and started dating then 
for about six months. We 
broke up but kept in touch 
as friends over the years. 
During the blackout we had 
a few years back we just 
started talking again and 
have been best friends ever 
since.
Katherine Hedeen and 
Victor Rodríguez-Núñez
What is Katherine’s favorite breakfast food?
VICTOR: Eggs with salsa and cream cheese.
KATHERINE: Eggs with salsa, cream cheese and bacon.
What is Victor’s favorite TV show?
KATHERINE: He normally doesn’t watch TV, but he loved the Mexi-
can comedian Chespirito.
VICTOR: The Sopranos.
We met as graduate stu-
dents in the department 
of Romance languages at 
the University of Oregon. 
We’ve been together 
since 1996.





                                  married since 1993
Kathy and 
Chris Gillen
What is Kathy’s spirit animal?
CHRIS: Common yellow throat warbler.
KATHY: A bird?
What is Chris’s biggest pet peeve?
KATHY: Not much gets to him. Perhaps incompetence in others.
CHRIS: OMG, there are so many! Texting drivers.
We met in neurophysi-
ology class in graduate 
school at Yale.
We both think it was in 
1993 [that we got mar-
ried].  We’re sure it was 
in late July (the 24th?)
Couples GameThe







When Jeff was younger, what was his dream job?
JESSE: Fireman.
JEFF: Titan of industry.
What was Jesse’s first pet?
JEFF: Snowball (a cat), but Max (a dog) was the most important.
JESSE: Dog — Max.
We met at graduate 
school at the library, both 
pursuing our studies, at 
Yale. There was a sort of 
snack area in the base-
ment where we would 
sometimes go. That was 
in 1992… a long time ago. 
It’s all a blur.
“Going to our favorite turtling 
spots to watch and feed the 
turtles, a gourmet meal, and a 
moonlit walk on the beach talk-
ing about life.”




“A shared cup of hot 
chocolate in Madrid’s 
Chocolateria San 
Gines, followed by an 
aimless walk.”
— Professor of Spanish 
Linda Metzler 
What is your ideal 
date?
Executive Chef Professors of Spanish 
Professors of Biology Professor of History and
Professor of English







o Senior Class Total:
Clas
s
Nearly a million civilians have 
fled from which country during a 
two-day humanitarian truce?
Cinearts is hosting a movie 
marathon to celebrate Valentine’s 
Day with films by which director?
What team won the Super Bowl?
How many chicken wings did the 
winner of the 23rd-annual Wing 










Molly Rubin ’16 Mihika Kohli ’17
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Licensed to put a ring on it: weddings get personal
AMY SHIRER
STAFF WRITER
What is it like to be on the other side of a wedding? Two 
Kenyonites describe the process of becoming ordained.
Matthew Eley ’15, above, officiates his high school friend’s wedding. Patrick Gilligan, below, is 
also licensed to officiate weddings. 
What takes 30 seconds 
and costs $10 plus ship-
ping and handling? A li-
cense to marry couples, it 
turns out, as members of 
the Kenyon community 
can attest. 
This past summer, Di-
rector of Counseling Ser-
vices Patrick Gilligan be-
came ordained online. “It 
takes maybe 30 seconds to 
be ordained,” he said. “It 
takes longer to pay for the 
certificate with your credit 
card than it does to get or-
dained.” 
To gain his license, Gil-
ligan applied to be a min-
ister through the state of 
Ohio. After mailing his 
minister’s credential form 
online and $10 to the state, 
Gilligan then received his 
minister’s license. “For 
under $50, you end up 
with the capacity to per-
form ceremonies that are 
recognized by the state,” 
he said.
Gilligan became or-
dained after two Kenyon 
alumni asked him to mar-
ry them. They were mar-
ried in July at the Brown 
Family Environmental 
Center. “Everybody was 
nice, and everybody was 
having a great time,” he 
said. “It was sweet. [The 
couple] came a few days 
early, and we sat down for 
a few hours one day and 
talked a lot about them 
and their relationship, 
and what was important 
to them about it, and how 
to infuse that into the cer-
emony. I felt like some sort 
of [religious] minister.”
“It felt shady — a lit-
tle sketchy that I got or-
dained,” Gilligan said. 
“When it takes 30 sec-
onds, it feels funny. Since 
then, I’ve realized it’s not 
about the process you go 
through, but the respect 
you put into the thing 
you’re doing. When peo-
ple get married, it’s a lot of 
fun. It should be an amaz-
ingly fun thing, but you’re 
also honoring this deci-
sion they’re making for 
partnership. You want to 
do it with real integrity.”
Matthew Eley ’15, a 
Collegian opinions editor, 
is also able to tie the knot 
for others. He became or-
dained in 2013, when a 
high school friend asked 
him to perform the cer-
emony. 
“It’s a pretty nerve-
racking experience,” he 
said. “I’ve been the best 
man at a few weddings, 
and attended a few oth-
ers, but being the min-
ister is a lot of weight on 
your shoulders for the 
whole entire event. You 
really can’t let your guard 
down.”
Eley received his min-
ister’s credential from 
American Marriage Min-
istries (AMM), a non-de-
nominational, interfaith 
church that provides free 
online ordination to all 
people who apply. There 
are 212,314 AMM minis-
ters in the United States, 
including more than 1,000 
in Ohio alone. An indi-
vidual’s ordination never 
expires.
Although some people 
might want their pastor to 
marry them, others would 
prefer a family member or 
friend. “I think it’s some-
thing that we’ll see more 
and more,” Gilligan said. 
“Our friends and family 
will marry us because they 
know us and they love us. 
They will be so invested in 
the meaning and beauty of 
that moment.”
Kyla Spencer ’18, who 
isn’t engaged but is think-
ing about her marriage in 
the future, would prefer 
to be married by a friend 
instead of a pastor. “I’d 
rather have a friend marry 
me and my future spouse 
because I think it would be 
more personal, and if I’m 
marrying someone who 
means so much to me, I 
want my closest friends to 
be as involved as possible,” 
she said.
Eley likes the sentimen-
tality of marrying a couple 
he knows. “It’s a very in-
timate connection with 
that couple,” he said. “If 
you’re very good friends 
with those individuals, 
you get to share not only 
a unique moment, but a 
very unique perspective of 
actually getting to watch 
them be married.”
“       Being the minister is a lot of weight on your shoulders for the whole entire event. You really can’t let your guard down.”
Matthew Eley ’15
CONTRIBUTED BY TY NICOLE  PHOTOGRAPHY
STEPHANIE FONGHEISER | COLLEGIAN
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Prospective students often imagine them-
selves living in certain residences when they 
come on tours or do an overnight stay with a 
student host, but students may go four years 
without living in their dream dorm or apart-
ment. Where you live isn’t a trivial a matter 
— it affects everything from how happy you 
are, when you go to sleep and how far you are 
from your classes or favorite spot on campus. 
In January, the Housing and Dining Com-
mittee sent out a survey to the student body 
asking whether all lottery point deductions 
should be removed, only division lottery 
point deductions should be removed or to 
maintain the lottery point deduction system 
currently in place. Although a decision has 
not been reached, other aspects of the lottery 
system should also be seriously reviewed in 
order to make the process as fair as possible. 
 Currently, with the exception of deduc-
tions after a student previously lives in di-
vision or theme housing, the lottery points 
within a given class are distributed totally at 
random. Although Housing and Residential 
Life may hope that the numbers eventually 
even out, often they do not, and some stu-
dents will get a bad lottery number for three 
or four years, hopping from Gund to Mather 
while others may always be the lucky ones, 
living large as a sophomore in Manning.
A simple way to make the housing lottery 
more fair is to split up the lottery numbers 
per class into four tiers so that each year, a 
student will be randomly chosen to have 
their lottery number in a tier that they have 
not had a number in before. Then within that 
semi-random tier, the lottery number will be 
randomized. This way, at least some point in 
your Kenyon career you will get a number in 
the top 25 percent in your class.
Of course, the housing lottery can never 
be totally fair, due to the fact that some peo-
ple are pulled up by utilizing their future 
roommate or housemate’s numbers and some 
choose the North Campus Apartments to live 
in senior year and thus are exempt from the 
housing lottery process. However, ResLife 
should do all that they can to try to give stu-
dents as much of an equal college living ex-
perience as possible. Kenyon students come 
to Kenyon with the hopes that all aspects of 
their college career will be enjoyable — in-




The Kenyon Collegian welcomes your opinions 
@KenyonCollegian. Share your thoughts:  #QuickComplaints. 
Write to us! Submit letters to the editor at 
kenyoncollegian@gmail.com.
Being green now requires small sacrifces 
Let me cut right to the 
chase: climate change is real. 
According to NASA, 97 
percent of climate scientists 
agree that human activity has 
spurred rising temperatures 
worldwide. The results could 
be catastrophic; in the mid-
west, we could see “extreme 
heat, heavy downpours, and 
flooding” in the coming de-
cades, according to the same 
source. However, there is 
hope and help available, and 
one effort is centered here on 
campus. 
The Collegian article “De-
spite cost, students push for 
carbon neutrality at Kenyon” 
( Jan. 29, 2015) concerned an 
independent study by three 
students, Lauren Johnstone 
’15, Matthew Meyers ’17 and 
Sarah Oleisky ’16. The study 
help the College achieve the 
challenge of carbon neutrality 
(in other words, the College 
would reach a point where 
it emits zero net greenhouse 
gases, such as carbon dioxide 
and methane).  
Climate change is an issue 
most pertinent to youth. As a 
result of this, it is appropri-
ate that students are leading 
the charge to create a campus 
that will be sustainable in the 
future. A particularly encour-
aging facet of the indepen-
dent study project is that the 
idea was a result of a failed 
campaign for the College’s 
divestment from fossil fuels. 
Trying again, the students 
pursued the route of carbon 
neutrality, demonstrating 
how important the issue is. 
The students acknowledge 
the project could be costly, 
but there are many oppor-
tunities for improvement 
on environmental issues on 
campus. Even if some parts 
of the plan cannot be ad-
opted, issues of sustainability 
are essential for the College’s 
future expansion plans. I re-
fer in particular to the pro-
posed construction of vari-
ous buildings as part of the 
revised master plan.
While the carbon neu-
trality project continues de-
veloping, there are plenty of 
individual steps to be taken 
in the meantime by stu-
dents, faculty and commu-
nity members. The potential 
future is alarming, no doubt 
about it. However, now is not 
the time to curl up in fear 
and procrastinate on making 
an individual change. Anec-
dotally, I’m committing to 
stop purchasing microwav-
able cups of macaroni and 
cheese, that staple of the col-
legiate diet. They might be 
cheap and easy to make, but 
they create a huge amount of 
waste, most of which is not 
recyclable. If everyone agrees 
to take small actions, like 
washing clothes in cold water 
to save electricity, they will 
add up. It’s not glorious, but 
it is what’s needed. Colleges 
and universities are known 
for their progressiveness, and 
action on climate change is 
another area where Kenyon 
has a chance to lead.
I know some readers 
might be sick of hearing 
about rising sea levels and 
viewing frightening media 
clips of storms. One of the 
only ways to stop the media 
blitz of fear about this issue 
is to actually do the things 
we say should be done. Ken-
yon is famous for the natural 
beauty surrounding us on the 
Hill, but we have to work to 
protect it. 
Gabrielle Healy ’18 is un-
declared from Fairhaven, 
Mass. She can be reached at 
healyg@kenyon.edu.  
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add up. It’s not glorious, but it is what’s needed.”
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I don’t know why you say goodbye, I say hello — or not
I get a lot of flak from the guys on 
frisbee for not saying “hi” when I see 
them. It’s become so much of a prob-
lem that I now drop everything that 
I’m doing to make an obscenely loud 
display of greeting some of them. I 
don’t say hi to people on the street 
because I’ve never seen the point of 
it. Why do we say “hi” to people? I 
know who you are and you know 
who I am so we acknowledge each 
other? Is it really that important? 
There’s that awkward moment 
when someone says “hi” to you and 
you just make a stupid sound in reply. 
If you read my column, you know 
that I constantly say I’m socially awk-
ward. I mostly do this for laughs but 
there is some truth to it. So I will now 
explain some of this to my numerous 
beloved readers… OK, maybe just 
my mother.
Normally, I would be fine with 
being recognized, because anything 
that massages my ego is nice. The 
problem when people say “hi” to me 
on the street is that they do it when 
we pass by each other. People don’t 
wait until I’m within a range to prop-
erly respond, either. They greet me 
when they are two feet away. By the 
time that I’ve registered that some-
one is speaking to me, I’m now four 
feet behind them. When someone 
greets me on the street and says “hi,” 
I usually make a sound that consists 
of fear, surprise and stupidity, like 
what Scooby Doo might say if he just 
found out that his entire life is a TV 
show.
This ritual of greeting gets worse 
when people say phrases as greet-
ings. My roommate Alec will (with-
out fail) greet me with: “What’s going 
on, Griff?” Again this is done when 
he is two feet from me. What am I 
supposed to say? Should I sit back in 
my metaphorical chair sipping my 
glass of red wine and tell him how 
my stocks are doing? Does he actual-
ly expect me to answer or just to nod 
and keep walking? His friends on 
the baseball team also enjoy saying 
“What’s going on?” instead of “hello,” 
but with the same intention. Is there 
some memo that I missed where 
“hello” got replaced by this phrase?
Equivalent to my lack of under-
standing of greetings is my complete 
befuddlement over goodbyes. Never 
GRIFFIN BURROUGH 
OPINIONS ASSISTANT 
Everyday greetings are a common courtesy, 




Every Kenyon student 
knows how nerve-rack-
ing the word “comps” 
can be, whether they’re 
in the midst of them 
now or still in their first 
year. The process can 
be both engaging and 
grueling, but either way 
there is a question as to 
how fair or even neces-
sary comps are.
Some have proposed 
standardizing comps 
across all majors to 
make the process more 
uniform and fair for 
all seniors. Howev-
er, this would restrict 
the amount of creativ-
ity that people could in-
volve in their projects if 
they were all composed 
of, for instance, a test 
and a research paper.
I’m a double major in 
Spanish area studies and 
English with creative 
writing, and I was able to 
replace a research paper 
with creative projects 
in both senior exercis-
es. The English depart-
ment recently decided 
to offer senior seminars 
in both the fall and the 
spring semesters so stu-
dents can complete the 
senior exercise, either a 
critical essay or a port-
folio of creative writing, 
through a course guided 
by a professor and with 
the option of feedback 
from other students. 
This structure is an im-
provement on its prede-
cessor, in which English 
majors were expected to 
design a research proj-
ect and turn it in by 
January with little to 
no guidance. By making 
the senior exercise more 
interactive, it becomes 
less of a homework as-
signment and more of 
an opportunity to en-
gage with professors and 
students over a subject 
about which the senior 
enjoys writing.
What might best pre-
pare us for the world be-
yond college and grad 
school isn’t simply the 
ability to write a re-
search paper and pass an 
exam, but the opportu-
nity to recognize our in-
terests and develop our 
intellectual or creative 
confidence by creating 
a long-term personal 
project. Standardizing 
comps is not necessar-
ily the best option be-
cause there are so many 
different majors at Ken-
yon that allow for varied 
interpretations when it 
comes to the senior ex-
ercise. Standardizing 
the major might require, 
for example, studio art 
majors to write a paper 
or take an exam instead 
of focusing all their time 
on an exhibit that could 
better demonstrate the 
skills they’ve developed 
at Kenyon.
While it’s always a 
good idea to question 
and revise the comps 
process and make it 
fair for all seniors, ulti-
mately what each senior 
deserves is the opportu-
nity to take advantage 
of what freedom comps 
do allow and produce 
something new and in-
formative, so that the 
resulting spectrum 
across all majors will be 
more diverse, not more 
similar.
Celine Aenlle-Rocha 
’15 is a Spanish/English 
double major from La 
Cañada Flintridge, Ca. 
Contact her at aenllero-
chac@kenyon.edu.
Kenyon seniors’s relationship with the exercise has always 
been “compslicated,” but we should keep it that way.
Modern love: philosopher 
looks back at ideal date
Juan and Carola Depascuale at Lake Michigan dunes.
COURTESY OF JUAN DEPASCUALE
in my life has a goodbye meant all 
that it should. What I mean is that 
we say goodbye all the time. But 
most of the time we see the people 
we said goodbye to right afterwards. 
When someone leaves the Peirce 
dinner table they say goodbye to all 
of their friends. However, they are 
going to see all of their friends to-
morrow, if not sooner. Why are they 
saying goodbye, then? Can they truly 
not stand the agonizing pain of be-
ing away from their crew for such a 
long period of time? Why do we as a 
people need to announce that we are 
leaving? Perhaps we need one last bit 
of recognition before we depart.
I suppose some goodbyes mean 
so much that just saying “goodbye” 
doesn’t really cut it. Every year I see 
my relatives in Chicago, and every 
year I have to leave them for another 
year. Saying goodbye to them doesn’t 
do justice to how much I will miss 
them. (I know this took a very heart-
felt turn and I’m sorry to throw you 
for a loop.) Maybe in both cases, the 
words used don’t sum up how we 
actually feel; only actions can get at 
that.
Perhaps we could all just say “hel-
lo” a little beforehand so we each have 
time to react. We could also say “see 
you later” instead of “goodbye” be-
cause it more accurately reflects what 
we truly mean. We could stop say-
ing interrogative sentences to mean 
“hello” or we could stop, ask said 
question, get an answer, and then 
keep moving. Or you could do none 
of these things. Just don’t act weirdly 
when I grunt at you.
Griffin Burrough ’18 is undeclared 




My “ideal date” is the 
one I had with my wife 
Carola when we were 
both at the University of 
Notre Dame. It was late 
spring and we had just 
started dating. Instead 
of attending an “im-
portant” faculty meet-
ing, I invited Carola to 
drive up to the Michi-
gan Dunes with me for 
an impromptu picnic. 
Breaking with academic 
convention for love tast-
ed sweet and cast a warm 
glow over the events of 
the day that lasted well 
into the next morning. 
I picked up Carola 
at her apartment greet-
ing her with a bou-
quet of f lowers, cham-
pagne, and a shopping 
bag filled with cheese, 
cold cuts and French 
bread I had picked up at 
Martin’s Super Market. 
Giddy with delight, we 
traded smiles the whole 
drive up to Lake Michi-
gan. 
Just to warm up the 
day, we first spent a few 
hours strolling around 
Saugatuck, a charm-
ing little tourist spot 
right on the lake. We 
visited a few art galler-
ies and took some pic-
tures along the harbor 
before heading straight 
to the dunes for our pic-
nic. After parking in the 
wooded lot, we picked 
up our goodies, took off 
our shoes and trekked 
through the sandy beach 
looking for a secluded 
nook among the dunes. 
Finding one, we unfold-
ed our red table cloth, 
set out our fare, un-
corked the champagne, 
prepared the appetizers, 
and stayed for a long, 
long while. It was a blus-
tery magical day.  Sit-
ting there on the sand 
with a pretty woman, 
away from routine and 
responsibility, and sur-
rounded by the awesome 
power of nature, life just 
seemed to make sense in 
a way that it ordinarily 
does not.
Trying to find our 
way back to the car in 
the dark later that eve-
ning added to the fun 
and mystery.
Juan DePascuale is 
an associate professor of 
philosophy. Contact him 
at depascualej@kenyon.
edu.
ILLUSTRATION BY BRIANNE PRESLEY
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Kenyon band Park Strangers debuts digital album
LAUREN KATZ
STAFF WRITER
McConnell woodwind orchestra plays old, new music
Park Strangers aren’t so 
strange or unknown anymore. A 
group of four Kenyon students, 
Adam Reed ’15, Noah Weinman 
’16, Sam Graf ’16 (both Weinman 
and Graf are currently abroad) 
and Vince Femia ’17 have broad-
ened their audience by releasing 
their first digital album, or EP, on 
Jan. 18.
The album contains four 
songs. One is a cover of Foun-
tains of Wayne’s “Hackensack,” 
while the rest are originals. 
Weinman took the lead on a ma-
jority of the songwriting, but the 
experience eventually became a 
collaboration, full of attempts at 
different methods for finding the 
right fit.
“None of the songs on this 
EP were written the same way,” 
Weinman wrote in an email to 
the Collegian. “Some were mel-
ody first then lyrics, some vice 
versa. I can say that I much prefer 
starting with lyrics and then put-
ting it to music because I think it 
creates nicer melodic lines.”
The album took three weeks to 
prepare, particularly due to the 
members’ busy schedules.  How-
ever, Reed commented on how 
producing an album was a long-
term goal.
“We always meant to do 
something like this, but it’s hard 
to find time to record because it 
takes a lot of time and we are all 
involved in a lot of other musical 
things,” Reed said. “We had our 
two to three nights a week to re-
hearse, but it takes a whole day to 
record, and on top of that, hours 
and hours of sitting at a comput-
er to do the master editing.”
The group finally carved out 
a day and took advantage of the 
acoustics in Brandi Recital Hall 
to record the music. Femia ex-
plained that in order to work 
with the room, the group had to 
get creative.
“Brandi can be kind of 
boomy,” Femia said. “Great 
acoustics for solo performers, 
but not so much for a band. We 
just had the drums in one cor-
ner, I was far away, [Graf and 
Reed] were in other corners, and 
we were all spread out far away 
so that other sounds would not 
bleed into microphones record-
ing.”
Though the logistics were 
complicated, the recording itself 
proved fairly straightforward.
“After we spent that one day 
getting everything done and do-
ing a couple takes of each song 
instrumentally, then the next 
two or three weeks we did vo-
cals in the studio they have in the 
back [of Storer],” Femia said.
One might assume that the 
band practiced together for years 
before creating this album; how-
ever, they only formed in the fall 
of 2013. Weinman had a couple 
ideas in mind, so he sought out 
Reed and Graf.
“[Weinman] approached us 
the year before this year –– my 
junior year, his sophomore year 
–– and he had a lot of things he 
already put together in his mind,” 
Reed said. “So when we came to-
gether, we had really solid direc-
tion and half of a setlist that was 
almost fully realized. From there 
we worked a lot of really intricate 
three-part harmonies, which is a 
particularly difficult thing to do 
for a three-piece band, especially 
for [Graf] on drums who sings 
half the [lead vocals].”
However, three members were 
not enough. The band added 
Femia to the group at the begin-
ning of the fall 2014 semester.
“I came into the band last se-
mester,” Femia said. “[Weinman] 
contacted me on Facebook over 
the summer and asked if I was 
interested. I guess they just want-
ed a fourth member to make the 
sound a little bigger.”
The group decided that Femia 
was a good fit after careful con-
sideration.
“We kind of stalked Vince’s 
Bandcamp [an online platform 
for musicians] when we found 
him and asked him to come 
aboard,” Weinman wrote.
Unfortunately this new al-
bum may be the band’s final act. 
With Graf and Weinman study-
ing abroad and Reed graduating 
in the spring, the group’s future 
may be in jeopardy. However, 
Park Strangers hope they can 
work out a solution.
“I definitely would love to keep 
playing with this group. I think 
we’ve developed a lot of good 
chemistry,” Weinman wrote.
“It’s been so much fun,” Femia 
said. “I had been doing solo stuff 
for so long, I forgot how fun it is 
to be in a band. It’s been great 
working with those guys.”
On Wednesday, Feb. 
4, winds gusted through 
Rosse Hall, but ones of 
beautiful sound, not chilly 
winter air. The Chamber 
Winds of The McCon-
nell Arts Center Cham-
ber Orchestra, directed 
by Adjunct Instructor of 
Music Antoine T. Clark, 
presented a lively pro-
gram of classical music. 
The program comprised 
Mendelssohn/Bartholdi’s 
“Nocturno in C major for 
Winds,” the world pre-
miere of Clark’s “Fantasy 
on Themes from Rossini’s 
The Barber of Seville,” 
featuring clarinet solo-
ist Dr. Charles West, and 
Strauss’s “Sonatina No. 2 
in E-flat major.” Though 
Rosse was far from full, 
those who attended en-
joyed the beauty of the 
pieces and the remarkable 
performance delivered by 
the orchestra and soloist.
“Nocturno in C ma-
jor” opened the concert 
with a conservative tone 
and relied heavily on 
clarinets and the double 
bass. A 15-year-old Men-
delssohn wrote the piece 
while on holiday in Bad 
Doberan, a one-time spa 
destination on the Baltic 
Coast. During the visit, 
Mendelssohn encoun-
tered the wind ensemble 
of Duke Friedrich Franz I 
of Mecklenburg-Sherwin 
and composed the Noc-
turno for the duke’s octet. 
The piece began dreamily 
but soon gained speed and 
complexity. The selection 
eased the audience into 
the night’s classical set-
ting while establishing an 
unexpectedly lively pace.
Clark composed “Fan-
tasy on Themes from Ros-
sini’s The Barber of Se-
ville” in his junior year 
of undergraduate stud-
ies at Virginia Common-
wealth University. West, 
Clark’s former clarinet 
professor and the night’s 
featured soloist, had re-
cently published an op-
era/fantasy and Clark was 
eager to try his hand at it 
as well. The composition 
explores the melodic ele-
ments of composing by 
reinventing both greater- 
and lesser-known opera 
themes and the technical 
capabilities of a clarinet 
lead. This piece continued 
the night’s trend by play-
ing on the audience’s prior 
exposure to classical mu-
sic, and then taking unex-
pected, whimsical turns 




tina No. 2 in E flat major,” 
alternatively titled “Hap-
py Workshop,” brought 
the concert to an end. The 
closing selection made the 
importance of Strauss’s 
innovative compositional 
style and ever-changing 
harmonies known. Again, 
the clarinet emphasized a 
reinterpretation of classi-
cal harmonies and com-
positional values. Using 
four types of clarinets, 
Strauss added a surprising 
complexity to the timbre 
of the wind ensemble with 
this energetic melody.
The McConnell Arts 
Center Chamber Orches-
tra is only entering its sec-
ond season, but already 
members of the Colum-
bus Symphony, the Cleve-
land Orchestra and local 
artists have performed 
alongside the Chamber. 
This season, the Cham-
ber will be collaborating 
with Women in Music 
Columbus, supplying col-
lege musicians with the 
opportunity to perform as 
soloists with the orches-
tra. The McConnell Arts 
Center Chamber Orches-
tra will not return to Ke-
nyon this season, but the 
Mivo String Quartet will 
take the stage in Brandi 
Recital Hall on Sunday, 
March 29.
From Mendelssohn to contemporary 
compositions, woodwinds delighted.
Park Strangers performing at Denison University.  Left to right: Weinman, Femia, Reed, Graf.
COURTESY OF VINCE FEMIA
Antoine T. Clark conducts the woodwind orchestra through an eclectic program.
CORA MARKOWITZ | COLLEGIAN
“       Some [songs] were mel-ody first then lyrics, some 
vice versa. I can say that I 
much prefer starting with 
lyrics and then putting it to 
music because I think it cre-
ates nicer melodic lines.”
Noah Weinman ’16
“        The selection eased the audience 
into the night’s 
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SWIMMING AND DIVING WOMEN’S TENNIS BASKETBALL TRACK AND FIELD
Lords’ late comeback against Fighting Scots falls short 
After coming back from a whopping 27 points behind, the Lords were unable to beat the 20th-ranked College of Wooster.
The Lords put up a good fight against the College of Wooster but lost the game 93-91.
EMILY STEGNER | COLLEGIAN
At this point in the 
season — when wins mat-
ter above all else — it’s 
hard to argue that a loss 
could in fact be a mor-
al victory. But the Lords 
basketball team’s two-
point loss to 20th-ranked 
College of Wooster was 
arguably their best-played 
game and certainly their 
best team effort of the 
season. Although they 
found themselves on the 
wrong end of conference 
clashes with Wooster and 
Ohio Wesleyan Universi-
ty (OWU), losing to their 
North Coast Athletic 
Conference (NCAC) fel-
lows 93-91 and 102-93, re-
spectively, this week still 
did bring some successes. 
Last week, on Feb. 4, 
the Lords sprinted out 
to a 16-10 lead in the 
first seven minutes, but 
Wooster caught fire and 
took a 48-29 lead into the 
half. Words hardly suf-
fice to describe what the 
185 people in attendance 
witnessed during the sec-
ond half: falling behind 
by a significant 27 points 
with 13 minutes and 35 
seconds left, the Lords ab-
solutely stunned Wooster, 
fighting all the way back 
and tying the game on a 
beautiful pick-and-roll 
from Cooper Handels-
man ’15 to Chris Link 
’17 with 1:29 to play. Af-
ter misses on both ends, 
Wooster’s Xavier Brown 
hit a tough pull up jump-
er with 31 seconds to play 
to give Wooster a two 
point lead. The Lords’ fi-
nal possession consist-
ed of a frantic scramble 
for a loose ball that gave 
them possession under 
the basket with six sec-
onds remaining. A nicely 
drawn-up in-bounds play 
had Handelsman coming 
to his left with the ball 
off screens by John Bray 
’15 and Brien Comey ’16. 
Unfortunately, Handels-
man’s pull-up elbow 
jumper was off the mark.  
Handelsman, Link, 
Bray, Tim Connolly ’16, 
Alexander Powell ’18 and 
Jonathan Amador ’15 all 
played key roles in bring-
ing the Lords back in the 
second half. Handelsman, 
Bray, Powell and Con-
nolly all had double-digit 
scoring games. The 62 
second-half points were 
more points than the 
Lords have scored in eight 
games so far this year. 
The 67.6 percent shooting 
was also a season best for 
a half. “Slow starts have 
really hurt us and negat-
ed some of the strong in-
dividual performances,” 
Bray said, shedding light 
on the loss. Even though 
the Lords started fast in 
this particular, they were 
not competitive for a full 
40 minutes.
The Lords’ defense let 
them down against OWU, 
specifically their three-
point defense. OWU 
made 18 three-pointers 
on 52.9 percent shooting 
from beyond the arc. De-
spite hot shooting of their 
own — the Lords shot 51.4 
percent  — they never ful-
ly responded from OWU’s 
hot start and never got 
within eight points of the 
Battling Bishops all sec-
ond half. The core four 
of Handelsman, Connol-
ly, Bray and Powell once 
again all scored in double 
figures.  Handelsman also 
dished out a career-high 
14 assists. In his last two 
games, Handelsman has 
scored 30 points and had 
21 assists to just six turn-
overs. If the Lords had 
managed victories, he’d 
definitely be a strong 
candidate for NCAC 
Player of the Week. 
With four games left 
to play, the Lords are still 
in control of their fate. 
Win out, and they’re in 
the conference tourna-
ment. Lose, and they’ll 
need some help. Hope-
fully they can keep their 
offense clicking while 
shoring up the defense in 
the next two weeks. Cap-
tains Bray and Handels-
man are on the same page 
when it comes to what 
needs to be done: “Once 
we get it going, we can 
play with anyone in the 
conference — we showed 
that against Wooster,” 
Bray said. “We’ve played 
the top two teams in our 
conference and battled 
with them,” Handelsman 
added. A big focus will 
be avoiding slow starts 
and competing for a full 
40 minutes.
Last night, the Lords 
stole a big win from Den-
ison University. They 
beat the Big Red 66-62.
Close game against Ohio Wesleyan ends in a Ladies loss
The women’s basketball team lost to the Battling Bishops 75-71.
The women’s basketball team has 
been coming out on the losing side 
of a number of recent close games. 
The Ladies basketball played fellow 
North Coast Athletic Conference 
(NCAC) team Ohio Wesleyan Uni-
versity (OWU) in Delaware, Ohio 
this past Saturday, losing by four 
points with a final score of 75-71. 
This marks the Ladies’s third con-
secutive conference game loss, the 
second of which also came down to 
just a few points. “In the end we def-
initely fought hard,” Bailey Domin-
guez ’17 said, “but we sent them to 
the free throw line way too much, 
and on the other hand, we didn’t get 
to the free throw line [ourselves], so 
I think that’s kind of what it came 
down to. We just had to be more ag-
gressive.”
Kenyon had a strong start to the 
game, as they managed to hold the 
lead for the entire first half. Within 
the first 20 seconds of the game, 
Sarah Hobbs ’15 stole the ball from 
OWU and quickly brought it down 
the court for a layup. Hobbs was un-
able to make the shot but Domin-
guez was there to quickly regain 
the ball and managed to score the 
first points of the game, bringing 
Kenyon into the leading position. 
Fifteen minutes into the first half, 
the Ladies had a 13-point lead over 
OWU with a score of 35-22. But, in 
the remaining five minutes of the 
first half, OWU gained some mo-
mentum, putting up a total of 11 
points while Kenyon only managed 
to make two, bringing the half-time 
score to 37-33.
The Ladies continued to domi-
nate the court for the first five min-
utes of the second half, but OWU 
soon caught up and tied the score 
43-43. Seconds later, Dominguez 
managed to score to bring the Ladies 
back into the lead at 45-43. OWU 
quickly retaliated, making a three-
pointer to bring them into the lead 
for the first time all game. After this 
point, OWU and Kenyon fought to 
gain the upper hand over their op-
ponents, but by nine minutes into 
the second half, OWU had asserted 
themselves on the court, grabbing 
the lead. OWU maintained this lead 
for the remainder of game, and with 
the Ladies unable to catch their op-
ponent, OWU claimed the win.
“It was a great game,” Head 
Coach Suzanne Helfant said. “I 
think we had plenty of opportuni-
ties to win the game. We played one 
of the best offensive games we’ve 
played all year. Unfortunately, in the 
end, we couldn’t get enough defen-
sive stops to actually come out on 
top.”
Even though the Ladies were un-
able to snag the win, they still had a 
strong offensive game. Dominguez 
scored a career high of an impressive 
22 points. Lauren Kriete ’15 contrib-
uted 13 points, while Avery Ander-
son ’15 followed close behind with 
12 points.
Kenyon then played Denison 
University, who they managed to 
beat earlier in the season 61-52. “It’s 
going to be a very similar game to 
the Ohio Wesleyan game — very up 
tempo, very fast paced,” Helfant said 
before the game. “We have to play 
much better defense, we have to do 
a better job at not allowing people to 
get into the paint and score high per-
centage shots. So, defensively, I think 
we need to shore things up and if we 
can do that, I think we have another 
great opportunity to knock them 
off.” However, The Ladies were un-
able to sweep the Big Red, and lost 
43-39.
The Ladies have suffered many close losses in their recent games. 





“        We played one of the best offensive games we’ve played all year. Unfortunately, in the end, we couldn’t get enough defensive stops to actually come out on top.”
Head Coach Suzanne Helfant 
Last night, Kevin Sullivan, 
one of Kenyon’s assistant men’s 
basketball coaches, traveled to 
Denison University with his 
team for a game that bore a bit 
of extra importance. Kenyon 
won the game 65-60, and now 
Kevin has some serious brag-
ging rights over his brother, 
Chris Sullivan, who is in his 
fourth year as one of Deni-
son’s assistant coaches. Last 
night was the first time Chris 
coached against his brother on 
his home court. Kevin can now 
say he has bested his brother 
not once, but twice, in their 
first season as coaches for rival 
teams.
Competing against each 
other is nothing new for the 
Sullivan brothers — they’ve 
been doing it for most of their 
lives. Their father was also a 
basketball coach, and both 
brothers said that they’ve been 
playing basketball since they 
could walk. “We were always 
doing things in the driveway 
and playing competitively,” 
Kevin said. Chris, Kevin and 
their youngest brother, Brian, 
who now plays for Davidson 
College, were all on the var-
sity team at their high school. 
“Competing together and 
against each other is some-
thing that we’ve always done,” 
Kevin said. 
The brothers also aren’t 
strangers to the North Coast 
Athletic Conference, as they 
both played in this confer-
ence as college students. Chris 
played for Wittenberg Univer-
sity, and Kevin played for De-
Pauw University, which moved 
to the NCAC two years into his 
time as a student there. Chris 
and Kevin never confronted 
one another as players because 
of the timing of DePauw’s 
switch — the brothers are two 
years apart, and Chris had just 
graduated when DePauw en-
tered the conference.
Chris took the position 
with Denison right after grad-
uation. His high school coach 
knew Denison’s Head Coach 
Bob Ghiloni, and Ghiloni had 
recruited Chris years before. 
“A job opened up my senior 
year of college and luckily I’d 
stayed in touch with Coach 
Ghiloni for a while,” Chris 
said. “It just kind of worked 
out.” It also worked out that he 
had to face Kevin and the rest 
of the DePauw squad for the 
first two years of his job. “He 
kicked our butt actually,” Chris 
said of Kevin’s time playing for 
DePauw. “His career night was 
against me. He was ready.”
Kevin hadn’t been as sure 
about becoming a coach as 
Chris. He became more inter-
ested in coaching “after see-
ing what [Chris] did, what he 
was able to do at Denison,” he 
said. Kevin’s first job was as a 
graduate assistant at Defiance 
College, and he applied for the 
job as Kenyon’s assistant coach 
when the position opened last 
year. 
Chris was happy when he 
found out about his brother’s 
Kenyon coaching job. “In a 
lot of ways it was a great situ-
ation for him and I was excit-
ed,” Chris said. The emotions 
changed a little bit when Chris 
and Kevin discovered the ri-
valry between the two schools. 
Kevin said that when he first 
got to Kenyon, “I didn’t know 
what the rivalry really was or 
how deep it went.”          
  The brothers have been play-
ing both with and against each 
other for long enough to know 
how hard the other will work 
for a victory. “I always want to 
see my brother do well,” Kev-
in said. “I know how hard he 
works, and I know that it’s re-
ally important to him, and it’s 
really important to me as well.”
However, the two are close 
enough that their bond as 
brothers outweighs their rival-
ry as coaches. “I want to beat 
him as much as the next guy 
but it’s unique in that I can go 
to him when I have questions 
about what to do in certain 
situations,” Kevin said. Chris 
also noted that their jobs bring 
them together off the court. 
“The way we recruit high aca-
demically, we do a bunch of 
travelling together over the 
summer to the same camps 
and showcases,” he said. “We’re 
lucky that we work in the same 
line of business, and so closely 
that we’re pretty much best 
friends.” 
The Lords swept the Big 
Red this season, but how does 
that affect which team their 
parents work for? In Kevin’s 
DePauw years, “when he was 
a player and when I was a 
coach, they had to go with the 
player,” Chris said. Now, how-
ever, Chris said “they’re pretty 
impartial.” “They’ve said that 
they’re gonna root for, or at 
least wear the colors of, the 
home team, so they’ll root for 
each team once throughout the 
course of the year,” Kevin said. 
No matter who wins, the 
Sullivan brothers will enjoy 
working together and against 
each other. “I get really excited 
to go see him,” Kevin said. “It’s 
another chance for us to com-
pete, which we’ve grown up 
doing.”
From driveway to NCAC, brothers share basketball rivalry 
Assistant Coach Kevin Sullivan and his brother Chris, an assistant coach at Denison University, keep basketball in the family.
Track and field divides and conquers at Denison, Hillsdale
The men’s and women’s indoor 
track and field teams were spread out 
across the midwest in the weekend 
leading up to the All-Ohio Cham-
pionships in Westerville, Ohio. The 
majority of the Lords and Ladies were 
at Denison University’s Bob Shannon 
Invitational, where they both placed 
eighth out of ten teams. Two runners, 
Colton Orr ’18 and Emma Levant 
’16, got started on All-Ohio compe-
tition early when they started their 
heptathlon events on Sunday. Mean-
while, Nat Fox ’16 and Sam Lagasse 
’16 were invited to participate in the 
Hillsdale College Wide-Track Classic 
in Hillsdale, Mich.
Head Track and Field Coach 
Duane Gomez said that Lagasse and 
Fox, the only representatives from a 
Division-III school at the Wide-Track 
Classic, opted to run in that meet “to 
get better competition so they could 
both run a faster time.” Lagasse and 
Fox are two of the fastest runners in 
the conference, and both easily place 
in the top three in North Coast Ath-
letic Conference (NCAC) meets. For 
example, at last weekend’s Fighting 
Scots Invitational, Lagasse’s finishing 
mile time was a full 10 seconds faster 
than the second-place finisher, and 
Fox also finished near the head of the 
pack in third. “In the 5K at Denison, 
they both would have won by re-
ally long ways,” Gomez said. “Some-
times, especially for Division-III run-
ners, to get faster times, you have to 
go to the Division-I meets.”
Lagasse ran in the first heat of 
the 5,000-meter race, and placed 
fourth out of 10 runners with a time 
of 15:17.05. Fox, who ran in the sec-
ond heat, placed third out of thirteen 
competitors with a time of 16:06.07.
Fox and Lagasse both ran their 
fastest times in the event this season, 
and Lagasse went on to be named 
the NCAC Distance Runner of the 
Week for his performance. Although 
he won this award once in last year’s 
outdoor track season, this is Lagasse’s 
first time winning the award in the 
indoor season.
Kenyon had success in the 
5,000-meter run back in Ohio as 
well. At the Bob Shannon Invita-
tional, Andres Herrera ’16 finished 
seventh in the race with a personal 
record time. After about two years of 
trying to break 17 minutes, Herrera 
crossed the finish line in 16:59.58. 
Eric Thornton ’18 finished right be-
hind Herrera in eighth in the 5,000 
meters at 17:03.01. Subei Kyle ’17 also 
hit a personal record in her leg of the 
distance medley relay (DMR), the 
400-meter. The relay finished in sec-
ond place with a time of 13:37.94.
Out of Kenyon’s usually domi-
nant relay teams, only the women’s 
DMR competed this weekend. This 
was to give the runners a chance to 
rest for next weekend, as five relays — 
both the men’s and women’s DMR, 
the men’s and women’s 4x200-me-
ters, and the women’s 4x400-meters 
— qualified for the All-Ohio cham-
pionships. “A lot of people use this 
meet to qualify for All-Ohio,” Cap-
tain Aisha Simon ’15 said. “People 
were focusing more on the individual 
events than the relays,” she said.
Kyle placed fifth in the 200-me-
ter dash with a time of 27.69, and 
CeCe Dye ’18 came in sixth in the 
mile with a time of 5:55.77. Devron 
Martin ’18 competed in the triple 
jump, and placed fifth after reach-
ing 9.85 meters. On the men’s side, 
Noah Winters ’15 had a strong day, 
finishing third in the 400-meter dash 
with a time of 52.04 and sixth in the 
200-meter dash with a time of 23.47. 
Kevin Phillips ’15 placed sixth in the 
high jump, reaching 1.68 meters. 
Levant and Orr were also pres-
ent at Denison over the weekend, 
although they were beginning their 
events in the All-Ohio heptathlon. 
In their first time competing in the 
heptathlon, Levant currently holds 
10th place, and Orr holds eighth. 
“For them to get out there and do 
that for the first time, they had a re-
ally good start,” Simon said. 
Next weekend, the team mem-
bers who qualified for the All-Ohio 
Championships will travel to Wester-
ville to compete. “We want to score,” 
Gomez said of the team’s hopes for 
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Kevin Sullivan, left, and Chris Sullivan with their mother at Denison’s game at Kenyon on Jan 14.
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